Quantitative flow cytometry: inter-laboratory variation.
Quantitative flow cytometry (QFCM) offers a means of standardization within and between flow cytometers. QFCM parameters were set by determining the antibody-binding capacity (ABC) of CD4, CD8, and CD3 cells from 10 normal donors with the use of eight FACScan flow cytometers. QC3 beads and a certified blank bead were used to set up the instruments. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) conjugated to molecular equivalents of soluble fluorochrome (MESF) microbead standards was used before and after the donor samples were run to ensure that the machines were operating consistently. Lyophilized cells (Cytotrol) were used as a target, to control for antigen expression in the cell preparation. Quantitative Simply Cellular (QSC) beads were used to establish a standard calibration curve for each of the FITC and phycoerythrin antibody conjugates on each of the instruments. Single-parameter fluorescent histograms derived from list-mode files were used to calculate the slope (coefficient of response), intercept (zero channel), number of channels per decade, and ABC or MESF threshold (blank bead). The fluorescence intensity (geometric mean) of the positive and negative donor cell populations was compared with the standard curves, and the ABCs were calculated. The results show consistent instrument performance between laboratories. However, after standardization of CD3, CD4, and CD8 ABCs to microbeads, large variations were noted between donors and laboratories. The source of this variation does not appear to be in the instrumentation but may be due to the lack of an unified set-up protocol, introducing issues of antibody saturation, methods for whole blood lysis and fixation, and the behavior of the microbead standards.